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ABSTRACT: Researchers have virtually ignored the legal aspects of town planning in Roman times and we intend to approach the research from a contemporary conceptual and methodological framework, and, for this reason we have articulated the project around the following interdependent subjects, which are currently accepted as the components of Urban Development Law: spatial cohesion, town planning, housing and the environment. Therefore, it should be emphasized that Roman Urban Development Law distinctly evolved towards a social configuration thus providing the constant tension between private and public interests.
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RESUMEN: El aspecto jurídico del urbanismo romano ha sido tradicionalmente olvidado, por lo que es necesario abrir las investigaciones futuras hacia las materias interdependientes e integradoras del Derecho urbanístico: la ordenación territorial, el urbanismo, la vivienda y el medio ambiente, siempre desde esquemas conceptuales y metodológicos actuales, para constatar la marcada evolución del derecho de propiedad romano hacia una configuración de corte social que evidencia la tensión entre el interés privado y el interés público.
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Traditionally, different knowledge sectors have studied Ancient Rome’s urban development procedures: Architecture, Engineering, Economics, Ancient History, Art History, etc. However, researchers have virtually ignored the legal aspects of town planning in Roman times, not only in Spain, but elsewhere.

The actual denomination Roman Urban Development Law (Derecho Urbanístico Romano, DUR as per English acronym), is neither mentioned in the authorized bibliography at all, nor in the publications that somewhat basically and at times
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superficially deal with the subject. This might possibly be due to the fact that Ancient Rome doctrine dared not take that step forward. There are powerful reasons for doing so, as we intend to demonstrate. In fact, as we shall disclose later on, one of our main objectives is to confirm the existence of a DUR which is extremely rich and varied, deeply valuable and of real significance nowadays. It confirms once and for all that this sector of the Ancient Roman public law rulings was autonomous, while being included in Roman Administrative Law (Derecho Administrativo Romano.)

Furthermore, we intend to approach research from a contemporary conceptual and methodological framework and, thus, we have articulated the project around the following interdependent subjects, which are currently accepted as the components of Urban Development Law (Derecho Urbanístico): Spatial Cohesion, Town Planning, Housing and the Environment. In essence, our intention is to approach the study of these divisions simultaneously, as they are intimately related despite maintaining their own specificity.

The regulations and evolution of the territorial organization of the Romans will be incorporated in the sphere of Spatial Cohesion, our priority being to confirm its adjustment to present day objectives of interregional balance, rational use of territory and improvement of the quality of life.

Under the heading Town Planning we shall research the town plans of this sector found in the sources consulted, and also the way in which urban planning was regulated, particularly when referring to Public Works.

Under the section Housing, we will include all the legislation on mansions (domus) and buildings of rented housing (insulae.)

Finally, under the heading Environment, our objective is to analyse all the rules which dealt with the care and conservation of natural and cultural aspects of the environment, understood in its widest sense.

All in all, we believe that the methodology proposed will facilitate a possible—and very necessary—transfer, through the normal channels, of the results obtained in the framework of this project to the present-day knowledge society.

Several important reasons for carrying out this study are justified briefly below.

In the first place, there are no studies on Ancient Roman Urban Development Law either in Spain or elsewhere, although some very valuable scientific contributions partially touching on certain aspects related to the legal regulation of Roman town planning do exist. Secondly, there is no systematic organization of the data, and therefore, it needs to be designed ex novo. Consequently, we are faced with another task of no lesser importance: organizing and systemizing Ancient Rome’s legal-urban heritage from a present day legal perspective which will permit the transfer to our society of the results obtained. In fact, the DUR does not have the organic or systematic characteristics which one would expect to find today in any sector of legal knowledge. The rules, provisions and urban regulations of Rome are disperse, vague and are contained in extremely varied legal and extra-legal sources.

Furthermore, we must invalidate, or at least qualify, the traditionally accepted thesis which portrays the rights over land and buildings by owners in Rome as indisputable or hardly limited. This can be seen in many of current reference books on Urban Development Law which, when approaching the historical precedents of town planning, agree on the total and unlimited character of Roman private ownership. However, this statement is only partially true.

It is precisely this widespread opinion that has led to existing works on Roman town planning legal rulings being written from the perspective of ius privatum. However, we believe that the ius publicum aspect of this regulation should be
granted its proper status and be considered equal to the traditional aspect. In fact, in some historical stages of Roman Law (Derecho Romano), it should be considered predominant.

It is obvious that we should establish the rights to urban ownership have evolved from a liberal point of view to a social or more societal position as far as its function is concerned. In fact, while direct comparison is impossible because of the difference in era, Roman Urban Development Law, as in the case of present Urban Development Law, is the history of constant tension between private and public interests.

A final reason for undertaking this work is simply that research on Ancient Rome needs opening to other fields which are as yet been treated briefly and incompletely, and which almost always refer to Roman Public Law (Derecho Público Romano.) Furthermore, in the course of the Ibero-American Congress of Roman Law held in Toledo (Spain) in February 2008, the prestigious scholar of Ancient Rome, Professor Crifó, predicted in his speech on the future of research on Ancient Rome that the fundamental line of investigation would be Roman Administrative Law and its constitutive sectors. We take this to mean that this includes DUR. (The speech may be read in www.aidrom.com.) Nevertheless, it must be said that during the last decade in Spain, Professor Antonio Fernández de Buján, Chair of Roman Law at the Universidad Autónoma de Madrid and an irrefutable expert on the matter, has repeatedly made this statement.

Returning to the first point. No comprehensive project analysing the legal organisation of land use by the Romans has been carried out before. Doctrinal contributions dealing partially with the subject have existed since the 19th century, and include very valuable works but which only minimally address the question of Roman town planning and its legal regulation. In these interdisciplinary studies, town planning analysis is only looked at from different aspects of social knowledge and therefore neglects to interpret and expound the legal system concerning town planning2.

Following the order proposed at the beginning, Spatial Cohesion would be the first thematic block to be researched. Actually, according to the European Charter on Spatial Planning dated 20 May, 1983 spatial cohesion can be defined as «the spatial expression of economic, social, cultural and environmental politics of the whole of society». In addition, the same document makes mention of its primordial objectives

---

2 For an overview on Town Planning, we recommend the following works:
D. Serrigny, Droit public et administratif romain, Paris, 1862.
A. García y Bellido, Urbanística de las grandes ciudades del mundo antiguo, Madrid, 1985.
J. Guillén, Urbs Roma 1, Salamanca, 1977.
L. Homo, La Roma imperial y el urbanismo en la Antigüedad, Spanish Translation, Almoina, Mexico, 1956.
which include encouraging a balanced development between regions, responsible management of natural resources, protection of the environment, improvement of the quality of life - in short, the rational use of the territory.

To return to Roman Law, it must be said that significant research has been done on spatial cohesion and the basic units of organisation. Municipalities, colonies and provinces existing between I BC, when all Italy became part of State territory, and III AD when the last important territorial reorganisation took place, have been thoroughly investigated, although more as part of its general administrative organisation than from the specific objective we have in mind.

Town Planning, the second subject, is closely related to spatial cohesion and public environmental responsibilities, although as we shall see, its range is more limited because it is directed solely towards the organisation of land use and building in the city. One of the cornerstones of modern town planning and the Urban Development Law that regulates this, as we are aware, is its strategy. Consequently, questions relating to town planning strategy must be approached under this heading as will be shown in our proposed work schemata, which includes everything related to city works and public buildings.

Under the third heading, Housing, we intend to show that this is another cornerstone of Roman Urban Development Law. Related to present day Urban Development Law, we are of the opinion that property controlled or regulated for

---

3 Summary of selected works:
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Some other recent works included in *Analecta Romana Istituti Danici, Supplementa* 27, ed. L’Erma:
certain social needs deserves a special approach. Needless to say, housing, and the issues surrounding it, is intrinsically related to town planning and urban strategy. Furthermore, we know what is now understood by ‘adequate housing’, as laid down in the Istanbul Declaration on Human Settlements of 1996. Having adequate housing means «more than just a roof under which to shelter. It also means having privacy, adequate space, accessibility, proper security, right of occupancy, stable and durable structure, sufficient lighting, heating and ventilation, a basic infrastructure which includes water supply, drainage and sewage disposal, quality environment factors and health related issues, suitable location near work and basic services at a reasonable cost». All in all, from the Declaration one can conclude that housing alone is not sufficient and that human development must include adequate surroundings and a network of minimum basic public services.

Romans’ town planning history and that of other ancient cities similarly built is rightly seen as the history of «a permanent struggle with the obstacles of limited space and a growing population on the one hand, and on the other, the imbalance between the needs of the population and the emperor’s projects». Ancient Rome’s growing population dwelt fundamentally in two different types of housing: noble mansions and buildings of rented housing, although lack of living space forced the use of other places as homes. In this section, we will analyse Roman rulings regulating owners’ rights and duties related to their property.5

As regards the Environment, the environmental consequences of human activity – including land use procedures– are a major priority for the current Administrations, but concerns about the environment are certainly not new, as we intend to demonstrate in this research work. It should be stressed that section 45 of the Spanish Constitution is devoted specifically to this question and states, in the first place, that citizens have rights and duties to an adequate environment. Nevertheless, the Establishment’s role is crucial to enhancing quality of life through rational use of natural resources with the support of the “essential community solidarity”. This document does not intend to define, even in broad terms, the concept of Environment, although two irreconcilable tendencies of the doctrinal limits of this notion have been established: that which portrays the Environment in the widest sense (natural, cultural, surroundings –historic-artistic heritage–) and another strictly limited to natural resources. Present-day Administrative Law doctrine is prone to exclude the wide notion because it is in line with the spirit of two sections of the

5 Below, a sample of the most significant works on the subject:
U. Brasiello, Corso di diritto romano. La estensione e le limitazioni della proprietà, Milano, 1941.
P. Bonfante, Corso di diritto romano 2. La proprietà 1, Milano, 1958.
V. Scialoja, Teoria della proprietà nel diritto romano 1, Spoleto, 1933.
Spanish Constitution specifically devoted to historical-artistic heritage and town planning and housing\(^6\).

Considering Roman Law, we have decided to use as a starting point the aforementioned wider notion of Environment because it appears to be the one inferred in the written sources consulted, such as Vitruvius’ Treatise *De Architectura*. These mention woods, gardens and parks\(^7\) and wide avenues down which to stroll; encouragement of social life in forums, *porticae* and baths. We should also give special mention to Ancient Rome’s legal protection of the natural landscape, specially coast and country, and to material resources (mainly historical-artistic heritage), observed in the different legal sources which should be studied and analysed.

There is yet another important issue at stake, denounced in texts by ancient Latin writers: the over-exploitation of natural resources\(^8\). They openly condemned widespread insalubrious conditions, including noxious fumes and stale air, and any other activities detrimental to the natural growth of lush woodland or the breeding of livestock and fish farming.

This investigation should be approached in line with the arguments common to the historical-critical methodology framework, widely accepted as the theoretical basis of any research on Ancient Rome. Besides, the unique character of the subject of our investigation (a historical set of rules no longer in force) leads us to consider all sources available, both legal and extra-legal, which may contain any piece of information on the legal aspects of Rome’s town planning. We will also outline the concept of Roman Urban Development Law from an inductive procedure from its inspiring principles and after exploring the subject areas that frame our investigation. We propose the following outline schedule for future research:

---


\(^8\) Below, some works on the matter:

Several authors, *Sordis urbis. La eliminación de residuos en la ciudad romana*, Roma, 1999.


2. Study and analysis of Roman Urban Development Law:


The proposed research project would enable the obtention of the following results:

— Advancement of research on Roman Public Law, in particular Roman Administrative Law. In fact the Roman doctrine itself accepts that Roman Public Law, and Roman Administrative Law in particular, have traditionally been forgotten or inadequately studied. As a result, we believe that the new lines of Roman investigation should not be dictated by researcher’s or team’s preferences but above all by the need to open new and unexplored channels.

— Consideration of DUR as a singular entity within Roman public law rulings. Indeed, we believe that, while including it in Roman Administrative Law, the category of DUR and its distinguishing features must be consolidated, once and for all, as an autonomous sector of Roman public law rulings. Furthermore, according to García de Enterría and Parejo Alfonso «town planning inevitably manifests itself through legal rulings which we can identify under the conventional name of Urban Development Law». Moreover, the Spanish Supreme Court (Tribunal Supremo) ruling of 10 May 1983 states «Urban Development Law is, in its entirety, an eminently public law, and is a prominent segment incorporated into Administrative Law where the Government plays the leading role on all levels and specifically in planning, while restricting the involvement of private individuals to that of mere collaborators».

— Encouragement of the doctrinal debate and development of stable communication and exchange channels in order to advance legal science.

The particular features of the research proposed require the involvement of various legal and some non-legal disciplines of which Roman Law is obviously the principal but we should not forget the Greek precedent in Ancient Rome’s urban development procedures. Although cognizant of this precedent, research done has

---

been scant and undervalued. It will be necessary to incorporate some studies on Greek philology into the research to aid analysis of the epigraphic sources which contain data on town planning regulations in the Greek polis\textsuperscript{10}. It will also be very useful to have confirmation through the History of Law and Institutions (Historia del Derecho y las Instituciones) of the transmission, through history of Roman town planning rules in Spain and in other countries within the Ancient Rome’s sphere of influence\textsuperscript{11}.

The same may be said of modern Administrative, Financial and Tax Law (Derecho Administrativo, Derecho Financiero y Tributario). The investigation should be developed bearing in mind modern systematic criteria as there is no doubt it justifiably belongs within the scope of present-day studies of Administrative Law and, more precisely, within the scope of Urban Development Law\textsuperscript{12}. Then again, we are aware that Roman Town Planning has important legal-financial implications. Research of the rulings relating to public works and buildings, using exceptional criteria, is essential to analyse their financing and the organs of power issuing the budget allocations. For this reason, we believe it appropriate to research present-day legal-financial and tax rulings\textsuperscript{13}.

We believe that the foregoing shows the need for multidisciplinary research and also the possibility of transferring the results to different fields of social studies such as History or Art History and even to certain technical fields such as Architecture. This feature, known as transversality, is positively valued in research projects that have been requested.

Relating to the field of Roman Law, we would like to highlight the following research work: B. Malavé, “Código Teodosiano 15,1 y la interdicción de obra nueva respecto a los edificios públicos” (Teodosian Code 15,1 and interlocutory injunction against further construction of public buildings), in Cuadernos informativos de Legislación urbanística en la Roma imperial. A propósito de una Constitución de Zenón (Urban

\textsuperscript{10} Professor Inés Calero specialises in translations into Spanish of inscriptions relating to some Greek cities. For instance, in the case of awarding land and houses to settlers in Kefalonia, Calero publishes: “Los órdenes sucesorios en Derecho griego. Un testimonio etolio (IG IX 1(2))” (Order of succession or descent in Ancient Greek Law. An Aetolian Testimony), in Akten der Gesellschaft für Griechische und Hellenistische Rechtsgeschichte, Köln, 2003. Her book Las leyes de Gortina was much acclaimed by the doctrine. Other research works dealing with Ancient Greek Law include La capacidad jurídica de las mujeres griegas en la época helenística. La epigrafía como fuente, Malaga, 2004.

\textsuperscript{11} For example, we know that in Portugal until 1755, the year of the great earthquake which almost destroyed Lisbon, an extensive and detailed Byzantine ruling included in the Justinian Code (C. 8,10,12), known as the Constitution of Zeno, was still in force. This was precisely the subject of the congress “250 anos de legislação urbanística. Ordem e caos na formação e expansão da cidade portuguesa”, held in the Lisbon Law Faculty in 2005 in which I was privileged to present the paper “La ley imperial de Zenón: un antecedente histórico singular” (Zeno Imperial Law – a unique historical precedent).

\textsuperscript{12} Professor I. González Ríos, has published the following monographs: El dominio público municipal. Régimen de utilización por los particulares y compañías prestadoras de servicios, Granada, 2001; Bienes de uso público municipal I. El sistema viario urbano, Granada, 2002; Bienes de uso público municipal II. El subsuelo, el vuelo y los espacios libres y zonas verdes, Granada, 2002.

\textsuperscript{13} Y. García Calvente, “La protección del derecho a una vivienda digna a través del sistema tributario” (Protection of the right to Decent Housing via the Tax System), en Estudios de Derecho Financiero y Tributario en Homenaje al Prof. Calvo Ortega; “El nuevo régimen especial en el Impuesto de Sociedades de entidades destinadas al arrendamiento de viviendas” (New special regime of Corporation Tax for companies engaged in Renting), en Consultor inmobiliario, 46, 2004; “Fiscalidad de las cooperativas de vivienda” (Taxation in Housing Cooperatives), Consultor inmobiliario, 58, 2005; chapter on cooperatives in Fiscalidad de las Entidades de Economía Social, ed. Civitas, 2005.
book Problemática del Derecho Romano ante la implantación de los nuevos planes de estudio, Jaén, 1999; “Consideraciones sobre la naturaleza jurídica de algunos tipos de aguas” (Considerations on the Legal Nature of certain kinds of Water), en El Derecho de Familia y los derechos reales en la romanística española Huelva, 2000; M. Salazar, Evolución histórico-jurídica del condominio en el Derecho Romano (Historical and Legal Evolution of Common Ownership in Roman Law) Jaén, 2003, in which relationships between neighbours are looked into on the grounds of co-ownership, including the issue of dividing walls. It also studies the evolution of refectiones aedificiorum in Justinian Law overcoming the traditional prohibition to undertake necessary refurbishments on the buildings or dividing walls without co-owners' consent; “Análisis de la copropiedad romana a través de las acciones divisorias” (Analysis of Co-ownership in Ancient Rome through Dividing Actions), in Modelli teorici e metodologici nella storia del diritto privato Napoli, 2003; R. Rodríguez López, Las obligaciones indemnizatorias en el Derecho Público Romano (Obligation to Compensate in Roman Public Law) Almería, 1996; the following chapters: “Política urbanística en la Novela III de Mayoriano” (Urban Policy in Majorian, Novel IIII), en Problemática del Derecho Romano ante la implantación de los nuevos planes de estudio (Questions posed on Roman Law by the Introduction of the new Curriculum), Jaen, 1999; La responsabilidad por daños en bienes públicos: Indemninati reipublicae satisfacere debere (Damages Liability on Public Assets – Indemninati reipublicae satisfacere debere), en La responsabilidad Civil. De Roma al Derecho moderno, Burgos, 2001; the article “Problemática urbanística y agraria del huerto (C. III-II AC)” (Urban and Agricultural Issues relating to Orchards (C. III-II BC), Revista General de Derecho Romano, 9, www.iustel.com, 2007.
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